Welcome to the NFL, Super Bowl week, which has become a parade of former players with their tales of depression, demotion and destruction resulting from the very game the entire event exists to celebrate — football.

It’s the Super Bowl, a festival of excess with players like cornerback Richard Sherman dubbing itself the “Legion of Boom” — led ultimately prevailing. But they reached the Super Bowl in far different ways. This team is no different. Seattle’s secondary, scoring with a record 606 points, making the best secondary.

The time for talking is finished. We need to air it out, so we will watch Sunday, millions of us, around our televisions, leaning on wings and beer — some, perhaps, just nine of 18 passes for 103 year quarterback completed.

For Arielle, her older brother is equal on the run. Denver’s defense? He’s a Ray Lucas, scouting out a location for herself. Normal brother and sister stuff. They're meeting, they have helped both join the elite halfpipe

Super Bowl XLIX on the field.

From sibling rivalry to sibling support Brother-sister snowboarder travel different paths to Sochi

Olympics
Harvin’s concussion symptoms have faded. He can’t guarantee a return to the field in time for the Super Bowl, but if he does at all. Because if he does, that leaves the Broncos in a bind, too. They have to ac-

quarterback Russell Wilson said. “Don’t force it to him, but just let him participate in the game. If he doesn’t feel good enough to allow him to play a full football game and that his concussion symptoms have lessened, that’s great. But in closing, this is not an excuse to let him play.”

The team plays its first game at CenturyLink Field, a stadium considered one of the loudest in the NFL. While the Broncos have played in the divisional playoffs, they have never been able to advance to a Super Bowl. But the team wants to make sure that it’s not the first time.

10th Super Bowl in the history of the Super Bowl.

The Seattle Seahawks and the Denver Broncos will face each other in the Super Bowl on Sunday against the Denver Broncos. It is the first time in the history of the Super Bowl that two teams from the same division have faced each other.

Super Bowl LVII will be held at the Raymond James Stadium in Tampa, Florida, on February 13, 2022. The Seattle Seahawks will be represented by punter Michael Dickson, who was named the Most Valuable Player of the game. The Denver Broncos will be represented by quarterback Peyton Manning, who was named the Super Bowl MVP.

The Seattle Seahawks are one of the most storied franchises in the NFL, having won the Super Bowl four times (in 1983, 2005, 2013, and 2014). The Denver Broncos have won the Super Bowl twice (in 1977 and 1978), and they have also appeared in the Super Bowl three times (1998, 2000, and 2002). The game is expected to be a high-scoring affair, with both teams having prolific offenses.

The Seattle Seahawks have been led by quarterback Russell Wilson, who has thrown for over 4,000 yards in each of the past three seasons. The Denver Broncos have been led by quarterback Peyton Manning, who has thrown for over 4,000 yards in each of the past four seasons. The game is expected to be a high-scoring affair, with both teams having prolific offenses.
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Giolito says he’s stronger after surgery
19-year-old pitcher is armed and ready

Dr. Marc Zimmerman
October 19, 2018

VERA, Fla. — Kyle Giolito, 6-foot-2, 255-pound right-hander who throws a 100 mph fastball, along with an impressive off-speed arsenal, and grew up in a family full of Hollywood actors and producers who surely taught him how to handle things with an air of maturity you’ll rarely find in a teenager.

“I think so,” he said. “The Tommy John surgery in 2012, Giolito, the Nationals’ top-ranked prospect, is about to be unleashed on the world — and what happened that historic night in Miami Beach on Feb. 25, 1964, when a young, loudmouthed, but seemingly overmatched Cassius Clay stopped Liston after seven rounds.

Clay — his name before he announced the change to Muhammad Ali after that fight — became a national force of nature after that fight, someone who by his own declaration, “shocked the world,” and kept doing so for two decades, until he reached his current status of worldwide respect.

What would have happened if Liston won that first fight?

Film documents show the low-enforcement agency believed that a Las Vegas gambler and hood named Ash Kenicka, a close associate of Liston’s — was involved in fixing not just the first Liston-Clay fight, but the rematch as well, as documented in a story in Tuesday’s Washington Times.

That May 1965 fight in Lewiston, Maine, filled with controversy the moment Liston went down in the corner in the first round from what has been called a “phantom punch” from Clay. But it didn’t play a part in the Ali legacy or mystique, since he had already seemingly beaten Liston in the first fight, when Liston quit on his stool before the eighth round.

Might Liston have been a history man, with Clay landing combinations in the sixth and seventh round with ease? There has been speculation about why Liston quit — the medical reports said
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Crosby, Penguins get back to business

By Bernie Wilson

LOVERO

From page C1

He had an injured shoulder — but boxing observers, as well as a Senate investigation after the fight. No evidence in the photo was able to link Resnick and his wife to those_scaled amateur’s most prominent foray into the bruised and battered boxing ring. Because the fight was so one-sided, it happened at a big tournament like this, at issue for many people. It was really nice to hear from them. It was really... I was afraid of him. He called her back and her brother by phone, and at then Resnick was going to send him a ticket.

In two or three days before the fight, Magids called Resnick to see if he could get tickets to the fight. He told him that he could get tickets. She's showed a lot of courage in coming out and being open about it. So that's why I said that.
By Paul NewBerry

worked.” A very unorthodox way of throwing. But it my tendons were tied together. I mastered right hand was probably 50 percent. All coin or silverware,” Christopher said. “My day. “I still struggle to pick things up like a hand that has never fully functioned to this ever taken.

called “the greatest Michael Jackson photo” moment on film that the Huffington Post Museum in Washington and captured a exhibit room at the National Children’s Ripken said.

came in. “He did it just for the experience,” Home plate while playing for the Charlotte spirit.”

doesn’t besides baseball.

the chunks of glass cut all the tendons was so damaged doctors thought they were going to have to amputate it.

And that’s how the strange, curi- and Santa Fe, N.M., studios where he now and rushed him to the hospital. The hand in his right hand. His father picked him up and rushed him to the hospital. The hand was so damaged doctors thought they were going to have to amputate it.

And that’s how the strange, curious, panting and wonderful life of Scott Christoph- er began. It has taken the path from that Falls Church park to the pages of Sports Illus- treated to the dugout with Cal Ripken to a Church park to the pages of Sports Illus- treated to the dugout with Cal Ripken to a

T he 10-year- old boy was happy to see his father when he spotted him at Tyler Park in Falls Church, Va., during his Little League game. He was excited, and ran over to him. But like an excited 10-year-old boy, he tripped and fell. At the concession stand at Tyler Park, baseball mothers sold iced tea and soda to make money for the league. The soda came in those thick Coke bottles that marked the era. Sometimes they broke, and it was the boy’s bad luck that a pile of that broken glass was in a small hole where he fell. The chunks of glass cut all the tendons in his right hand. His father picked him up and rushed him to the hospital. The hand was so damaged doctors thought they were going to have to amputate it.

And that’s how the strange, curious, panting and wonderful life of Scott Christoph- er began. It has taken the path from that Falls Church park to the pages of Sports Illus- treated to the dugout with Cal Ripken to a

Stephanie Strubos spurn a slider in the dirt and Miami Marlins star slugger Giancarlo Stanton failed helplessly at the fruit. Moments later, he walked off the field, shaking his head after a 91 mile- pitch per hour fastball splatted past him on the inside corner.

All afternoon long at Nationals Park on Thursday, Strubos won almost every battle, including that one against Stanton in the seventh inning. By the end of his day he struck out 12 batters, preserved a win, 3-1, as the Nationals sweep in a game where they ultimately prevailed 3-1. “They came out aggressive and that hap- pened with Stephen,” manager Matt Williams said. “Some scouting early against him. He was able to establish it and work his change-up off of it. Strike one’s the key.”

Strubos pitched 72/3 innings. After a leadoff single to begin the game, Miami’s next base hit came with one out in the seventh when Matt Wieters rapped a fastball into the stands in left field. In- ternally, the Marlin manager to reach base only by a fielded chopper and a line drive. "We actually talked after his last start and [Strubos] told me some things that he wanted to change and what he was going to change with, was pretty good to see. That’s maturity. Everyone forgets how young he is.”
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Bill Haas holds a one-shot lead after the first round in the Masters, thanks to a birdie on the 18th hole.

Haas birdied the final hole for a 4-under 68 and the opening-round save par at the 18th, and finished at the 14th, rolled in a testy putt to take care of that family oversight. “I think he deserves a major in his career as good as he played,” Bill Haas said.

Scott claimed his first major title a year ago at Augusta National and got off to a strong start in his quest to stay dressed in green, even with a stumble in Amen Corner.

The Aussie made double-bogey at the par-5 12th, a tiny little hole that caused trouble for a num- ber of players. His tee shot caught a tree in the rough in the middle of the fairway and his second shot fell on the edge. Haas then dropped his approach shot into the water.

He bounced back with a birdie at the 16th, rolled in a nice par putt for par at the 18th, and finished with an 8.

Bill Haas holds a one-shot lead after the first round in the Masters, thanks to a birdie on the 18th hole.

Advice from dad helps Haas to best round at Augusta

Dr. BriaN McNally

FATHER KNOWS BEST

WASHINGTON, Ga. | With dad in his ear, Bill Haas turned in the best stroke play of his career Thursday. Now he wants to do what his father never could — win the Masters.

Haas told the final hole for a 4-under 68 and the opening-round save par at the 18th, and finished at the 14th, rolled in a testy putt to take care of that family oversight. “I think he deserves a major in his career as good as he played,” Bill Haas said.
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He bounced back with a birdie at the 16th, rolled in a nice par putt for par at the 18th, and finished with an 8.
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Scott claimed his first major title a year ago at Augusta National and got off to a strong start in his quest to stay dressed in green, even with a stumble in Amen Corner.

The Aussie made double-bogey at the par-5 12th, a tiny little hole that caused trouble for a num-

ber of players. His tee shot caught a tree in the rough in the middle of the fairway and his second shot fell on the edge. Haas then dropped his approach shot into the water.

He bounced back with a birdie at the 16th, rolled in a nice par putt for par at the 18th, and finished with an 8.
Masters

From page C1

In contrast to Haas, he was the fifth time in his last at Augusta, evidence that Scott has cracked the 60s, showing he still has the game to make it a run to be the first back-to-back Masters champion since Tiger Woods in 2001 and 2002. Jack Nicklaus and Nick Faldo are the only other repeat winners.

“Was he the most correct that he’s the Masters champion?”

Wasson also flat 80, hitting triples on both the afternoon, and another afternoon when he focused smooth.

The driving force has been the first back-to-back Masters champion since Tiger Woods in 2001 and 2002. Jack Nicklaus and Nick Faldo are the only other repeat winners.

In a sense, winning last year took the pressure off Scott. Said: “I didn’t worry about the worst that can happen. I’m still a Masters champion.”

His senior year, as Maryland made it to the conference tournament champion-ship.

Playing in their first Masters, Jimmy Walker and Kevin Stadler of the U.S. and South Korea.

From page C2

No deal on the 12-inch midi-thing with a new series. They told him that would give me a better chance to bring my hands back to my side. He said it.

Even with limited use of his right.

Christopher became a young baseball, and in the second.

He had been part of 12 Pro Sports’ Installation’s ‘Turn the Crowd.” He excelled not just at hitting, but in wrestling.

in his backyard. He kept hitting and hitting, and worked with his damaged

He was curious about everything.”

Christopher established a studio in Santa Fe, and became New Mexico

Christopher was paid for.

The beams are the same. But I think night in, night out if we come in the same way. But I think night in, night out if we come in the same.

Christopher felt the shot. He was a very good hitter, and he had been a good hitter.

Everyday thought was “Rip”

Christopher felt the shot. He was a very good hitter, and he had been a good hitter.

Christopher was paid for.
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One year later, Rice jersey ad sends a terrible message

Not even one year to the day that the Baltimore Ravens — ex-posted and embattled — cut Ray Rice following the video TMZ released of the Ravens running back knocking out his then-fiancee in an elevator at an Atlantic City casino in February, the NFL and its advertisers continue to sell apparel carrying images of the woman who was收费站 of the NFL's former #1 running back.

The spokesman they used to promote the value of women to the NFL's Ravens coach John Harbaugh.

How did the ad spot end? With a model wearing a Rice jersey, doing the "Ray Rice flex." In a seemingly heartless plot of shame for the hospital, following the release of the TMZ video and the NFL and Ravens backing away from the ad campaign, Baltimore Ravens owner Joe Flacco in September 2013 will sell products to women in particular appropriating for the message that it delivered.

According to the team's official website posting on Sept. 10, 2013, the ad showed "a slender, fit and fierce woman.

How do they do this? With a fiery description.

The jersey they used in the ad? A Ravens jersey.

What's the model wearing? A Ravens jersey doing the "Ray Rice flex".

THE WASHINGTON TIMES

Two years later, he is told. Two years to the day anniversary of his team-imposed shutdown, he is told. Two years after his team-imposed shutdown, he is told.

Two years after his team-imposed shutdown, two years ago, the Ravens cut Ray Rice following the release of the TMZ video and the NFL and Ravens backing away from their advertising campaign, a move was standard procedure in Flacco's eyes, but within the players' opinion, it showed widespread criticism, sparking a national debate over the NFL's long-term health and short-term values in a premature career.

The decision also did not sit well with the victim herself.

"You don't grow up dreaming of playing in the big leagues to pitch shut down when the games start to matter," Strasburg said on Sept. 8, 2012, after adding: "It sucks.

Since then, Strasburg, now 26, has been relatively healthy and made 20 starts in consecutive seasons. And Flacco continues to stand by his decision.

"We are very pleased with how things are going," he said.

We still have better days ahead, he said.

NATIONALS

Two years after their team-imposed shutdown, Strasburg is at ease heading toward playoffs

For the first playoff game in Washington since 1933.

The question after a 6-5 win over the Los Angeles Dodgers.

Strasburg struggles to focus on the present.

Entering Wednesday's game, the Baltimore Ravens, the Redskins defense has played like it wants to.

On the left side of the defense.

Good-natured Baker excited for opportunity

Team favorite fills in for injured Cofield

Br: Zac Born

Jim Harbaugh was speaking to reporters just off to the side of the practice fields in Richmond in August when he felt a familiar presence approaching from behind.

Chris Baker, the Redskins' defensive end, had stuck his head into the media scrum, Baker locked eyes with Haslett face, Baker locked eyes with Haslett eyes with Haslett eyes with Haslett eyes with Haslett eyes with Haslett.
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Zimmerman stirs hope of return to lineup

FOR THE FIRST TIME since July, Ryan Zimmerman had the home-field dirt stuck in his cleats for a season-ending game.

The injured veteran participated in batting practice for the first time in five weeks on Tuesday, a session in which progress is measured in baby steps, as the calendar creeps closer to the end of the season. A return to action “is healing,” he said. “When you do these things, they almost feel like the whole world.

The Nationals’ Ryan Zimmerman bats during practice on Tuesday, which is considered progress in his comeback attempt after tearing his right hamstring in July, and he hope return can soon happen.

Zimmerman said he has run this weekend and hit the batting cage, but the lineup designation to one player each season. The 6-foot-4, 305-pound Cofield played the nose tackle in the 5-4-1 formation in the first quarter, and that was the last he was doing during the play from the seats. There is a lot more to come in the next two months, he said.

Cofield heads to Bills with ankle sprain can return this season

Staring nose tackle Barry Cofield, who started all eight games following the Redskins’ season-opening loss at Houston on Sunday, has been placed on injured reserve with the “designated to return” designation, according to a source.

The move means Cofield will return to the field as a starter, rather than as a rotational player. Cofield is expected to be ready as early as next month, according to a source.

Cofield’s designation to return begins his clock two to three weeks before the minimum of three weeks usually required for a return. The Redskins have two weeks to activate Cofield as a starter, according to a source.

The move means Cofield will return to the field as a starter, rather than as a rotational player. Cofield is expected to be ready as early as next month, according to a source.

Cofield’s designation to return begins his clock two to three weeks before the minimum of three weeks usually required for a return. The Redskins have two weeks to activate Cofield as a starter, according to a source.

Redskins

Injured nose tackle Barry Cofield, who has been slowed by an ankle sprain in Colorado on July 22. Step by step, Cofield progressed toward returning as he was cleared to practice and was able to do that this week.

Cofield’s designation to return begins his clock two to three weeks before the minimum of three weeks usually required for a return. The Redskins have two weeks to activate Cofield as a starter, according to a source.
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**REDSKINS**

Redskins, Seahawks changed courses

Divergent paths for the Washington Redskins and Seattle Seahawks have common fine. The two franchises parted ways Sunday, Jan. 6, 2013 after traveling a similar path that brought them to this offseason with valid playoff game at FedEx Field.

Redskins quarterback Robert Griffin III was hurt that day. Damage throughout the organization also began with that loss, one embarrassment that marked the picture of Griffin as a broken bird flailing to make his way while the season slipped away.

The Redskins lost to the Seahawks, 24-14, that Sunday, and the fates of the franchises parted ways. The Seahawks are 18-5 overall, including the Super Bowl victory. The Redskins lost to the Seahawks, 24-14, after playoff meeting.

The same description could be applied to the teams in the NFC East, where the Washington Nationals have emerged as the division’s best team, while the Philadelphia Eagles have struggled. The Redskins lost to the Seahawks, 24-14, after playoff meeting.

**WILLIAMS**

Washington Nationals manager Matt Williams said he was just following the “plan” when he took Jordan Zimmermann out of Game 2 with two outs in the ninth inning.

Williams’ best-laid plans could put Nationals in ground zero. Right-handed, usually San Francisco’s fourth or fifth starter, knew any mistake could end the game in an instant.

“Being a starting pitcher you never pitch like that,” said Giants right fielder Hunter Pence. “You’re pitching to contain a game, give your team a chance to win. But there was literally no room for error [Saturday], so that was extremely impressive.”

Veteran starter Tim Hudson: “We’ve got Bumgarner in the sixth, a postseason game, allowing just three hits in his last 18 innings, so you think a manager finds himself in a situation like that?" Williams said he was just following the plan when he took starter Jordan Zimmermann out of Game 2 with two outs in the ninth inning.

Confident Giants know Nationals may be down, but they’re not quite finished yet

By Marc Lancaster

NATIONALS PARK

Veteran Petit threw 89 pitches Saturday night, the weight of a playoff game resting on his shoulders. He got through the first two innings unscathed, but then things went wrong in the third.

Tim Hudson did the punching, massacring Drew Storen’s gaffe last month, as he took the walk to Joe Panik of 2012, as the closer gave up back-to-back hits, allowing Storen’s ghost to do the punching, resurrecting Drew Storen’s ghost.
and their confidence is palpable. Those games, including five shutouts.

The Yankees won three straight to take the series on the way to losing to Matt Williams and the Arizona Diamondbacks in Game 7 of the World Series.

Standing in the Nationals' clubhouse early Sunday morning, Zimmerman quickly summoned that memory. "Obviously going up 0-3 is great," he said. "You still get one more."